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We are pleased to invite you to this symposium, where our expert faculty will guide 
you through different aspects of aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase (AADC) 
deficiency, exploring its spectrum of clinical presentations, common differential 
diagnoses and core diagnostic tests. Key clinical data on therapeutic options for 
AADC deficiency will be presented, and experienced clinicians and caregivers will 
share personal insights and advice on how to best recognise, diagnose and manage 
this rare neurometabolic disorder.
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AADC deficiency differential diagnosis and management:  
The clinician and caregiver experience

Time (CEST) Topic Speaker

08:00–08:05 Welcome, introductions and objectives Prof. Francesco Porta (Chair)

08:05–08:35 Identifying AADC deficiency – an underdiagnosed 
and underreported neurometabolic disorder

Prof. Bruria Ben-Zeev 

08:35–08:55 Therapeutic options for AADC deficiency: Key 
clinical data and patient outcomes

Prof. Francesco Porta (Chair)

08:55–09:05 The AADC deficiency patient journey: 
A caregiver’s perspective 

Mr and Mrs Poulin

09:05–09:25 Panel discussion with live questions from attendees All faculty

09:25–09:30 Summary and close Prof. Francesco Porta (Chair) 

The objectives of this symposium are to:
•  Provide an overview of AADC deficiency, including key signs and symptoms, differential 

diagnosis and core tests required for an accurate diagnosis
•  Discuss the therapeutic landscape for AADC deficiency, including details of key clinical data
•  Highlight key practical details around the diagnosis and management of patients with 

AADC deficiency by leveraging first-hand clinical experience
•  Provide real-world insight into the impact of AADC deficiency on the lives of patients  

and their caregivers

We hope this insightful symposium will enhance your awareness of the clinical manifestations, diagnostic 
testing methods and management approaches for AADC deficiency, and offer real-world insights into 
the patient journey from the caregiver’s perspective.
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